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Workflow optimization in radiology 
 
Bochum, 19 June 2013 – Has PACS reached the end of its 
technological development? Or can image management be 
further enhanced despite the extremely high level of 
functionality that has already been achieved? The answer is 
“clearly yes”! The needs and requirements both in radiology 
and in the hospital at large are constantly changing and 
PACS should not only accompany this change but be one of 
its major drivers.  
 
JiveX 4.6: Knowledge exchange across disciplines 
One of the most significant developments in the past years was the intensified cooperation 
of medical disciplines, frequently focusing on certain pathologies. Today, the inter-
disciplinary exchange on tumor boards or in specialized medical centers is the rule rather 
than the exception. Quite understandably radiologists demand that PACS be able to 
facilitate the preparation of case reviews.  
 
JiveX 4.6, which will be launched this summer, presents 
new features to support this need, inter alia a calendar 
function in the demo folder. While during diagnostic 
procedures examinations can already be tagged system-
atically for different review purposes, the new function 
allows the physician to attach time data either for single 
dates or for multiple dates when periodic interdisciplinary 
meetings are scheduled. By pre-sorting and filing data, 
clinical conferences and demonstrations can easily be 
prepared and no time is wasted on lengthy searches for 
suitable patient data. In addition, the upcoming release will feature a presentation history 
that documents the dates of case presentations. Vice versa, the calendar function can track 
which study was presented in which meeting.    
 
Integrating new modalities 
In order for physician and patient alike to benefit from technological progress new imaging 
modalities need to be integrated into the office-wide or hospital-wide image management 
system. Building upon the JiveX Mammography Client JiveX 4.6 can now display, process 
and manage tomosynthesis breast data – independently of the modality’s manufacturer.   
 
The sensible integration of slice images of the breast into the image data management 
required overcoming a major hurdle: the huge data volumes generated during the 
acquisition of a single tomosynthesis image. While a mammography image has about 70 
MB a slice image can contain up to 600 MB per single image. Moreover it was not sufficient 
to merely integrate a display function for tomosynthesis data but the entire workflow had to 
be mapped with the tools that are available in the existing infrastructure. VISUS solved this 
problem by maintaining the data on the local diagnostic work station. While this decision 
required the client hardware specification to be augmented the radiologist who uses 
tomosynthesis no longer needs a separate image data system but can manage the images 
comfortably in JiveX. 
 
One hospital – one image management system 
Today not only radiology data, but increasingly image data from other disciplines such as 
endoscopy or cardiology need to be managed. To a large extent however this still takes 
place in decentralized departmental IT systems. The drawback: diagnosis-relevant data 
cannot be accessed from every clinical workstation and quite often studies have to be 
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repeated since existing images are not available. In addition multiple IT systems generate 
enormous maintenance costs for the hospital. VISUS is one of the first companies to address 
this problem with JiveX Integrated Imaging (PACS II), a solution that handles image data in a 
single hospital-wide server and architecture structure.  
 
 
JiveX Integrated Imaging draws on the company’s comprehensive experience with radiology 
image data management which allows the functionality to be expanded to other medical 
disciplines. Now clinical staff can access all patient data in a single, web-based solution 
from all workstations. Hospitals that already use JiveX Integrated Imaging preferably connect 
cardiology, internal medicine and surgery data and thus provide physicians access to all 
image material from anywhere in the facility. Consistent data drive down costs and more 
importantly enhance patient care.  
 
Independent of time and place 
Another trend in radiology is data mobility. Earlier this year, VISUS launched a pilot system 
which makes image data available on mobile devices such as tablet PCs. JiveX Mobile is 
based on HTML 5 and easily integrates with any hospital information system (HIS) app – on 
any operating system. The link to a HIS app furthermore ensures that all image data for any 
patient is always consistent and can be fully accessed. To comply with the strict healthcare 
privacy rules the images are not stored on a local device but are called up from the hospital 
server when needed.   
 
VISUS also offers solutions for fast and secure cross-institutional image data transfer – be it 
in the context of medical office or hospital groups or of telemedicine services. In view of the 
increasing specialization in healthcare, of demographic changes and imminent regional 
care bottlenecks establishing networks of specialized physicians and telemedicine is a 
preeminent task. The VISUS multi-site PACS and teleradiology solutions provide a secure 
and reliable image logistic infrastructure to support state of the art medical concepts that 
will master the current and future challenges of high-quality patient care and the healthcare 
system at large. 
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